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Introduction
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Obstacles to HR Innovation
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1. HR’s contribution to business success can be enhanced by 
assessing its own capabilities and the capabilities of those it 
manages in terms of evidence regarding the life span 
development of adults.

2. This development is twofold: cognitive and social-emotional, 
and is life-long. 

3. HR’s present conception of WORK excludes measurements of 
developmental potential, and is thus confined to applied 
capability (‘competence’). 

4. HR presently overestimates the importance of ‘competences’ 
which are secondary compared to the measurable 
developmental resources of individual contributors and teams.

5. HR has become more evidence-based, but the evidence is still 
only behavioral rather than made up by results of assessment 
of adults’ developmental level. 
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Essence of the Proposal Here Presented
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1. Adult development, not competence, determines “how 
organizations build capabilities of speed, learning, 
collaboration, accountability, talent, and leadership through 
leveraging human capital” (to quote Dave Ulrich, 
www.daveulrich.com). 

2. This is because behaviors and competences like the above are 
epi-phenomena of hidden developmental dimensions.

3. These dimensions are hidden because no self-assessment of 
whatever kind can unearth them. (Rather, they require a third, 
developmentally schooled, party to do so). 

4. These dimensions are also hidden because conventional 
organizational culture cognitively and social-emotionally 
defends against them. 

5. As a result, it takes special techniques [and special sponsor- 
ship] to unearth these dimensions and make them fruitful for 
Human Capital Management.

http://www.daveulrich.com/
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Way Out of the Predicament
1. As early as 1984, researchers like Basseches, in investigating 

adult’s thinking, saw the organizational predicament and 
provided techniques for escaping it (Basseches, 1984). (These 
techniques still await being employed.)

2. Basseches was influenced by Jean Piaget, the father of 
developmental psychology, extending Piaget’s research (from 
children and adolescents) to adults.

3. Basseches was joined by Jaques who outlined how organization- 
al strata, or levels of accountability, follow the levels of adult 
cognitive development.

4. These initiatives have recently come together in my own research 
and teaching, and are being published under the title of 
Measuring Hidden Dimensions by the IDM Press (2006 f.).

M. Basseches, Dialectical Thinking and Adult Development, Ablex, 1984.

E. Jaques, Human Capability, Cason-Hall, 1994; Requisite Organization, Cason-Hall, 1989 f.

O. Laske, Measuring Hidden Dimensions, IDM Press 2006 (vol. 1), 2008 (vol. 2). 

Copyright © 2007 Laske and Associates LLC
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Constructive-Developmental 
Framework
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• Ideas are cheap. What counts is their implementation.

• IDM has created the Constructive-Developmental Framework 
(CDF) as a basis of its consulting and certification activities.

• CDF is a ‘manual’ tool whose use requires expertise in develop- 
mental thinking, listening and evaluation. 

• CDF comprises three perspectives: cognitive, social-emotional, 
and psychological which comprehensively inform about an 
individual’s (or team’s) level of adult development.

• CDF is slated for partial automation via the internet, for which 
sponsors are needed.
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Orientation S-

 

2 S-3 S-4 S-5

View of Others Instruments of  
own need 
gratification

Needed to 
contribute to own 
self image

Collaborator, 
delegate, peer

Contributors to own 
integrity and balance

Level of Self Insight Low Moderate High Very High

Values Law of Jungle Community Self-determined Humanity

Needs Overriding all 
others’

 

needs
Subordinate to 
community, work 
group

Flowing from 
striving for 
integrity

Viewed in 
connection with 
own obligations and 
limitations

Need to Control Very High Moderate Low Very low

Communication Unilateral Exchange 1:1 Dialogue True 
Communication

Organizational 
Orientation

Careerist Good Citizen Manager System’s Leader

Copyright © 2007 Laske and Associates LLC

Changing Orientations Across the Life Span
measured by CDF
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Historical Background

(Developmental 
Psychology)
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Decalage
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• J. Piaget used this term to name a GAP – lack of correspondence – 
between a child’s age and its developmental level.

• Here, the ‘child’ is HR – the way human resources in 
organizations are thought about.

• Today, we are dealing with a significant decalage between the 
foundations of present-day HR and the level of insight into work 
capability reached by the social sciences, especially the 
developmental sciences.

• Starting from Piaget’s research (1925-1980), the developmental 
sciences have made major strides in understanding work capability far 
beyond “competences,” “skills,” “personality,” and so forth.

• Let’s look at some of the research traditions which can help us 
revolutionize HR.
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Milestones of 
Developmental Research

• 1925-1980: J. Piaget studies the cognitive development of children 
and adolescents.

• 1955- 2003: E. Jaques presents theories of ‘human capability,’ of 
‘work,’ and of ‘organizations’.

• 1970: W. Perry investigates the relationship between two lines of human 
development, intellectual and social-emotional, in the college years.

• 1969-1984: L. Kohlberg studies the stages of ethical development from childhood to 
adulthood.

• 1976: J. Loevinger presents a theory of stages of ‘ego-development.’
• 1975-1984: M. Basseches studies the development of dialectical thinking in 

adolescents and adults.
• 1982: R. Kegan presents a theory of the ‘evolving self.’
• 1999: O. Laske studies the relationship between the two lines of adult development 

(social-emotional and cognitive) in executives.
• 2000: K. Wilber publishes a comprehensive summary of developmental theories in 

world cultures.

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005
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Where in Time (and Mental Space) is 
“HR”?
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• The theoretical foundations of present-day HR in regard to notions 
of work capability are about 50 years behind the times.

• HR’s view of work capability is restricted to 1 out of 3 dimensions: 
behavioral. Developmental dimensions both in the sense of the 
cognitive and social-emotional development of adults are neglected.

• As a consequence, HR is focused on “applied capability” – present 
performance – and does not ‘see,’ or use tools for assessing, 
“potential capability”.

• However, HR can choose to re-orient to a broader concept of ‘work 
capability’. 

• This requires new concepts, tools, language, and strategy 
formulations. 
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Anatomy of ‘Work Capability’
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CD ED

NP etc

Legend:

1. CD = cognitive development

2. ED = social-emotional development

3. NP = ‘Need/Press’, or psychological profile 
(“personality” snapshot)

4. Etc = what else people “have”: expertises, 
skills, experience, “background” etc.

Adult-developmental

Behavioral

Correlation 
= 0.6
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Competences
[applied 

capability]

Capacities 
[NP]

Capability 
[CD & ED]

The ‘Human Resources’ Pyramid 
From a developmental perspective

Skills, expertises, ‘experience,’ 
aptitudes, … what can be 
learned

Subjective needs, ingrained 
attitudes, defenses – what 
holds competences in place – 
character disposition

Ways of meaning making and 
of making sense of the self, 
others, and the world – what 
grounds capacities and 
competences, and determines 
their USE

‘Competences’ are used as a function of Capability

Fundamental, 
emerging from 
potential

Symptomatic: 
strengths & 
challenges

Grounded in 
Capability, Filtered 
through Capacities

Frame of 
Reference
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Developmental Hypothesis

• Societies, constituencies, organizations, and 
the work force are stratified in terms of the levels 
of development that determine their meaning 
making and work capability.

• To know how to organize work, place people, 
and predict performance and policy outcomes, it 
greatly helps to ‘wear developmental lenses’.

• A research-based model for doing so is 
presented herein.

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Developmental Case Study

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Methodological Focus of the Case Study

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

The Case Study that follows is based on an assessment of two 
dimensions of work capability explained throughout this presentation:

-- applied capability (the capability that is presently applied)

-- potential capability (the capability that could be applied 
currently or is emerging) 

Potential capability comprises two subcomponents both of which 
‘develop’ over the adult lifespan:

-- social-emotional capability (ED for short)
-- cognitive capability (CD for short)
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Case Study – The Situation Addressed: 
Large Internet Banking Project

© 2006 Laske and Associates

Can our company succeed 
as a partner in the Project 

Consortium??

1

3

4

Legend:

1 Bank

2 Internet specialist

3 Hardware specialist

4 Coding/Testing specialist

5 Supervision Team

5

2
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The Case

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

• A large internet software specialist considers joining a Consortium 
of 4 companies that aim to build a large internet banking system.

• The company’s Board of Directors wants to know whether the 
company presently has the capability to successfully join the 
Consortium over the next 3 years.

• The CEO, together with the HR Director, decides to use 
developmental tools to assess the capability of company 
management to successfully lead the company’s contribution to the 
Consortium.

• The Constructive-Developmental Framework (CDF) is used to 
assess a representative sample of 20 middle managers working at a 
level of work complexity that is considered equivalent to project 
delivery requirements.
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The Methodology Used: Constructive- 
Developmental Framework

• CDF assesses three main components of work capability (CD, 
ED, NP) and compares empirical outcomes to a developmental 
managerial standard.

• This standard depends on the “Stratum” (level of work 
complexity) that is required for optimal performance in a role.

• The assessment uses a ‘representative sample’ (subpopulation) 
statistically sufficient to yield valid outcomes.

• The assessment itself consists of 2 interviews (CD, ED) and a 
questionnaire (NP).

• The procedural steps in using CDF are shown next.

© 2006 Laske and Associates
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© 2005 Laske and Associates

Steps in Applying CDF

1 Work Complexity Assessment
2 Human Capital Audit 

3 Data Collection
4 Analysis & Scoring 

5 Capability Assessment
6 Feedback & Strategic Summary

Corporate Risk
Management

Strategic
Capability
Planning

Developmental
Coaching

Succession
Planning

Team
Development

Recruiting High 
Potentials
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Capability Data Type
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CDF uses a hybrid data type that comprises two 
complimentary aspects:

-- qualitative measurements expressed in 
numerical form (used as short-hand for interpretation), 
from interviews

-- quantitative measurements, from 
questionnaires or surveys.

The first form is used for measuring human intentional 
and cultural processes, the second for behavioral and 
organizational ‘snapshots.’
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Social-Emotional 
Score (ED)

Cognitive Score (CD) Behavioral Outcomes
(NP)

4(5) {3:7:3} C2 [48, 29, 10; 14 (%)]
•Success Factors
•Challenges
•Behavioral Conflicts
•Energy Sinks
•Frustration
•Effectiveness Index
•Variables centrally 
relevant to the Coaching 
Plan

RCP = Risk- 
Clarity-Potential 
Index

Dev. Stage
Type of 

Reasoning

Degree of 
Systems 
Thinking

CDF Capability Data for an Individual

© 2005 Laske and Associates

)

The data shown consists of qualitative information quantified by way 
of a numerical ‘shorthand.’

The data needs to be interpreted by a developmental expert to be used 
ethically and correctly; it is based on confidential information.
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Aggregation of Individual Data

© 2005 Laske and Associates

• We can aggregate individual data points to form ‘big picture’ 
assemblies of such points.

• The assessment outcomes for the 20 members of the company’s 
representative sample can then be shown in the form of a Capability 
Metric.

• The metric summarizes individual data sets in reference to a stipulated 
level of requisite accountability (here Stage 4)

• The metric combines all outcomes under three rubrics:

-- applied capability (present performance in terms of 
psychological profile)

-- current potential capability (a cognitive measure; CD)

-- emergent potential capability (a social-emotional measure; 
ED)
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Capability Outcomes for a Middle Management 
Representative Sample (Size = 120)

Each bar represents the cumulative sample data for that particular Level variable.

Gray   = meets capability requirements (optimal engagement, RO) 

Red    = below capability requirements (performance risk)

Green  = exceeds capability requirements (wasted potential capability)

Group Profile (at a specific level of accountability

Energy Sink

Frustration Index

Effectiveness Index

Cognitive Flexibility

Systems Thinking

Development Level

Development Potential

Applied CapabilityApplied Capability

Current Potential CapabilityCurrent Potential Capability

Emergent Potential CapabilityEmergent Potential Capability

AboveAtBelow-1 +1

RO Normalized 
to 1
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Dimensions of a Capability Metric

Applied Capability:

1. Energy sink Gaps between individual’s subjective need for integrity &
safety, and organizational pressure (culture)

2. Frustration index Gaps between professional aspirations and individual’s 
perception of organizational climate (“frustration”)

3. Effectiveness index Effectiveness on the job at a particular accountability level, 
in light of (1) and (2) above

Current Potential Capability:

4. Systems thinking Ability to form a balanced, systemic picture of what is going on,
seeing persons, events, situations as elements of a process

5. Cognitive flexibility Ability to take multiple perspectives, by balancing attention
to the present with attention to  long-term context and history

Future Potential Capability:

6. Developmental level Positioning of self in relation to others; degree of 
self-centeredness of value system and emotional reactions

7. Developmental potential Potential for further mental growth; ability for leadership; 
ability to take responsibility for own situation and decisions

Dimension of Capability MetricDimension of Capability Metric Behavioral CorrelatesBehavioral Correlates

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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What the Capability Metric Shows
• There is overall more performance risk than excess capability – 35% of 
the group assessed lacked requisite capability (set at ED level 4, self 
authoring) for work in the Consortium.

• 15% of capability is being wasted due to assignment of work to 
individuals with a higher potential than is required for their present level 
of accountability (misplacement).

• There is considerable, presently unused, developmental potential 
especially in the social-emotional (rather than the cognitive) capability 
dimension.

• On the behavioral side (applied capability), there are large Energy 
Sinks between individuals’ subjective need and their organizational 
aspirations (which are ‘out of synch’).

• Corporate culture is responsible for a rather high Frustration Index.

•The resulting Effectiveness Index of the assessed managerial group is 
thus lower than could be the case if the existing potential were 
recognized and used by the company.

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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Recommendations Derived from 
the Assessment

• Partial job-reassignment for subgroup “in the green,” to tasks 
commensurate with their current and emergent capability.

• Partial job-reassignment for subgroup “in the red,” to tasks more highly 
commensurate with their capability. 

• Introduction of a developmental coaching program aimed at 
supporting members of the subgroup “in the red.”

• Assignment of primary Consortium duties to personnel “in the gray” 
shown to be ‘in synch’ with their assigned level of work complexity.

• Staffing of “coding” and “testing” subgroup leadership with “gray” 
individuals, to guarantee smooth functioning of Consortium activities.

• Some new hiring of personnel at the requisite developmental level 
subsequent to a CDF assessment, especially in the crucial testing 
phase of the project.

• Reassessment after 1.5 years against the pre-test baseline.
© 2003 Laske and Associates
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Two Organizational Architectures

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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Viewing Organizations as Composed 
of Four Quadrants

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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UL
I-Intention

LL
We-Culture

UR
It-Behavior

LR
Its -Environment

Left and Right Quadrants

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

Legend: UL = upper left; LL = lower left; UR = upper right; LR = lower right

Left Quadrants Right Quadrants

Quantitative 
measurements 
from surveys, 
questionnaires, 
and other 
statistics (e.g. 
Balanced 
Scorecard)

Qualitative 
measurements

that may be 
quantified

Size of Person Size of Role
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The Four Quadrants Constitute a Map, 
Not the Territory

• The LEFT quadrants define ‘Size of Person;’ they represent internal 
worlds of intention and culture – internal processes -- that can be 
measured by qualitative methods, and aggregated quantitatively.

• The RIGHT quadrants define ‘Size of Role;’ they represent what can 
be quantitatively measured – external processes -- either individually (It) 
or organizationally (Its).

We can measure the left quadrants by using developmental 
assessments, and the right quadrants by using behavioral assessments.

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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‘Organization’ Re-Defined

• DEFINITION: Organizations and bureaucracies are 
institutionalizations of orders of information complexity 
matched to levels of individual work capability.

• Orders of information complexity structure organizational 
echelons or ‘strata,’ defining levels of accountability.

• Levels of individual capability determine how WORK gets 
done on these strata, thus the extent to which accountability is 
realized.

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Requisitely Organized Companies 
Match Two Architectures

Capability

Architecture:
Potential

for Cognitive and 

Emotional Development

Accountability

Architecture:
Roles defined by 

Levels of

Work Complexity 

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

LEFT Quadrants RIGHT Quadrants

Qualitative Research Quantitative Research
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The Two Architectures Can Be Measured

Left Quadrants:

Levels of Work 
Capability = Levels of 
Cognitive and Social- 
Emotional 
Development (I/We)

Right Quadrants:

Strata of Information 
Complexity defining 
behavior (It) and 
Environment (I)

[Typically stable over the long term][Imperceptibly in development]

Capability Architecture Accountability Architecture

Meaning and Sense Making Behavior, Action, Decision 
Making, Management
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The Goal is Requisite Organization (RO)

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

• Requisite organization (Jaques, 1989 f.) consists of a 
balance between levels of individual capability (left 
quadrants) and strata of information complexity (right 
quadrants) -- marrying people (I/We) and Work (It/Its).

• To achieve RO, we need to operationalize the quadrants 
using developmental tools.

• We operationalize:

• the left quadrants in terms of levels of cognitive (CD) and 
social-emotional development (ED)

• the right quadrants in terms of a behavioral factor analysis, 
e.g., ‘Need/Press’ (NP), that takes snapshots of how professional 
competences are presently used individually and collectively, and 
what stands in the way of using them optimally.
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Providing Instrumentation for the 
Two Architectures

Work Capability 
comprises three 
main components: 
CD, ED, and NP 
(behavioral)

[Typically stable over the long term][Imperceptibly in development]

Strata can be 
defined in terms of 
levels of cognitive 
development [CD]

Capability Architecture: 
CD & ED

Accountability Architecture: 
NP [or equivalent]

LEFT Quadrants: RIGHT Quadrants:
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Redefining Human Resources

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

From a developmental point of view, Human Capital 
has three Dimensions:

-- social emotional

-- cognitive

-- behavioral (including ‘competences’). 

The first two define Capability, the third, 
Capacity.

Use of competences depends upon these two.
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Competences
[applied 

capability]

Capacities 
[NP]

Capability 
[CD & ED]

The ‘Human Resources’ Pyramid 
From a developmental perspective

Skills, expertises, ‘experience,’ 
aptitudes, … what can be 
learned

Subjective needs, ingrained 
attitudes, defenses – what 
holds competences in place – 
character disposition

Ways of meaning making and 
of making sense of the self, 
others, and the world – what 
grounds capacities and 
competences, and determines 
their USE

‘Competences’ are used as a function of Capability

Fundamental, 
depends on Stratum

Symptomatic, 
strengths & 
challenges

Grounded in 
Capability, Filtered 
through Capacities

Frame of 
Reference
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HR is about Matching Size of 
Person to Size of Role 

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

SIZE OF PERSON is defined in terms of 
Capability (CD, ED), and Capacity (NP). 
Competences are grounded in CD, ED, NP.

SIZE OF ROLE is defined in terms of 
organizational strata, thus institutionalized 
levels of cognitive development.

Size of Person expands developmentally; 
Size of Role does not, but can be viewed 

developmentally.
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The Architectures Defined
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Capability Levels
Level is NOT well predicted 

by education or age!

Stage 2 (ca. 15 years)

Stage 3 (ca. 25 years)

Stage 4 (ca. 40 years)

Toward Stage 5

Focus on
SELF

Focus on
OTHERS

* R. Kegan, 1982

© 2003 John Spencer, Laske and Associates LLC
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Statistics of Adult Developmental Attainment 
in Evolved Societies

Developmental 
Ceiling

5

4

3

2 

8%

25%

55%

10%

Leader

Manager

Group

Contributor

Individualist

self aware

self authoring

other-dependent

instrumental

To the left are 4 main levels, 
each comprising 4 inter- 
mediate levels. These 
sublevels indicate degrees 
of advancing toward the next 
following level. As the 
percentages on the right 
indicate, most individuals 
remain on level 3, while 25% 
of individuals reach level 4, 
and 8% reach level 5. The 
names of the levels are 
meant to indicate a crucial 
feature of each of the levels 
of social-emotional potential.

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005
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Capability Levels Detailed

Equivalent cognitive measures

Phase of 
Development 
of Dialectical                  

Thinking
(Basseches)

[CD]

Stage of 
Reflective 
Judgment
(King & 

Kitchener)
[CD]

Strata
[CD]

Institutional- 
ized Levels of 

Cognitive 
Development

Type of 
Logical 

Reasoning
(Jaques, 
Laske)
[CD]

Cognitive 
Fluidity 
Index

(Basseches, 
Laske)
[CD]

Social- 
Emotional 

Stage
(Laske, 
Kegan)

[ED]

Phase 4 Stage 7 VIII C4 >50 5(4)

VII C3 5/4

Phase 3 Stage 6 VI C2 <50 4/5

V C1 4(5)-4

Phase 2 Stage 5 IV B4 <30 4(3) – 4/3

III B3 3(4) – 3/4

Phase 1 Stage 4 II B2 <10 3

I B1 2/3 - 3(2)

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

Post-bureaucratic boundary

Intermediate Stages

Cognitive Capability Situates Social-Emotional Capability
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T-2 Team  T-3 Team  T-4 Team  T-5 Team 
Instrumental  Other-dependent Self-authored  Self-aware 
theory-in-use  theory-in-use  theory-in-use  theory-in-use 
    
 
 
 
 
2=2   3=3   4=4   5=5 
 2>3   3>4   4>5     
          Minority 
  3>2   4>3   5>4 
 
 Unified teams        Majority 
 
 ‘Upwardly’ divided teams 
 
    ‘Downwardly’ divided teams 

Social-Emotional Team Typology

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

Most teams are developmentally divided rather than unified. In a 
“downwardly divided” team, the majority resides at the higher, a 
minority at a lower level, and vice versa for “upwardly divided teams.”
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Organizational Strata

Strata are levels of professional accountability defined by level of 
information complexity (ethical standards are implied).

• The higher the complexity of work at a Stratum, the longer is the time 
horizon needed for work at the Stratum, and the greater is the level of 
information complexity that can be dealt with.

• Following Jaques, we can define Strata in terms of four types of logical 
reasoning (“or,” “and,” “if,” “iff”).

• This approach can be refined by introducing higher-level cognitive 
development in terms of phases of systemic and reflective thinking.

• Taking our cue from Jaques’s theory of logical reasoning, we can 
distinguish eight successively more complex strata.

• People move through the strata based on their growing ability to think 
systemically and “dialectically”.

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Common Sense

Stage 4

Stage 3

Stages 1-2

Phases of Cognitive Development 
(Bhaskar; Basseches)

Stage 5

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005

Understanding
(Formal logic)

Stages are those of 
Reflective Judgment
(King/Kitchener)

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4 
(Reason)

Stage 6

Stage 7

Presystemic/ 
predialectical

Fully dialectical

Piaget’s 4 types of Logical Operations

Jaques’s 4 types of Logical Reasoning

Adulthood

Adolescence
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Strata Detailed

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

Organizational 
Stratum
(Jaques

Role Description
(Jaques)

Type of Logical 
Reasoning

(Jaques, Laske)*

Associated 
Time Horizon

(Jaques)
[years, months, 

days]
VIII Board Member C4 50 y

VII CEO C3 25 y

VI EVP C2 10-20 y

V VP C1 5-10 y

IV General manager B4 2-5 y

III Unit manager B3 1-2 y

II First line manager B2 3 mo/1 y

I Operator, Staff B1 1 day/3 mo

* Types 1 -4 indicate disjunctive (or), conjunctive (and), conditional (if) and bi-conditional reasoning 
(iff) which repeat over two orders of information complexity (B & C) dependent on time horizon.
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Cognitive Typology of Work 
Complexity Levels

Phase of 
Development 
of Dialectical 

Thinking
(Basseches)

Cognitive 
Fluidity 
Index of 

Individuals 
and Teams
(Basseches, 

Laske)

Stage of 
Reflective 
Judgment 
(King & 

Kitchener)

Organizational 
Strata

[Levels of Work 
Complexity]

(Jaques)

Cognitive Type 
of Work

 
Delivered by 
Individual or 

Team

Phase 4 >50 Stage 7 VIII C4

VII C3

Phase 3 <50 Stage 6 VI C2

V C1

Phase 2 <30 Stage 5 IV B4

III B3

Phase 1 <10 Stage 4 II B2

I B1
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Illustrations and Descriptions of 
Developmental Levels

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006
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Cognitive Levels (Strata)

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006
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“When we bought Acme’s service business, it was clear that if we didn’t build 
efficiency into the combined network, we’d fail. Efficiency means reduced overall 
costs, more revenue from our customer base, and less work overlap. Now we can 
price our products more competitively, knowing we can continue to build our 
revenue stream through service contracts. And providing that service will keep us 
close to our customers for equipment lifecycle planning and utilization analyses.  If 
we can keep our eyes focused on managing costs and delivering quality, the results 
will be there.”

Manager A (Stratum II)
Managers A to C, below, all speak about issues arising from an 
organizational acquisition/merger that has recently occurred, but do 
so at different levels of cognitive development. The differences 
between how they mentally construct the merger sheds light on their 
level of dialectical thinking. 

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Manager B (Stratum IV)

“When we bought Acme’s service business, it was clear that one of the immediate 
advantages would be in building a more efficient network.  By integrating product and 
service sales, we become a more complete operation, and customers will see us in a new 
light. However, we also become more vulnerable to a lack of integration until we can 
define that new business model, and manage re-training and re-directing our sales force. 
Even then, perhaps customers may feel we’re not as focused on our huge new service 
operation as was Acme. And Engineering is committed to reducing maintenance and 
Manufacturing to driving up quality; that may mean we’ll have to branch out to include 
servicing competitors’ products to justify the new service infrastructure and manage the 
overhead. Would customers see that as a dilution of our commitment to our own 
products? We’re juggling many more things than before, and risk over-extending 
ourselves. How we balance customer perceptions, cost efficiencies, and product 
development will be a challenge, but we can succeed if we plan carefully and give it our 
best shot.”

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Manager C (Stratum V or VI)
“Once we decided to buy Acme’s service business, we knew that there were a lot of ramifications 
to consider that could only incompletely be foreseen right away. We knew that in many ways we 
had considerably complicated not only our in-house way of working, but also the market 
environment in which we would have to function. While on the one hand, we were clearly striving 
to become a more complete operation, we had previously been on safer ground since our 
business model had been thoroughly tested and validated, and we had a reasonably clear view of 
who our customers were and what they expected of us. But once we integrated Acme’s service 
business, we had to rethink almost everything we had learned to take more or less for granted. 
There were questions of attunement of our workers to the company’s new mission, but also of 
customers to the broader agenda we now came to be identified with. We were also introducing 
new goals for our internal business process, and put in jeopardy the balance of the parts of our 
operation which had already been quite complex when focusing on product sales alone. So, there 
now was a multiplicity of contexts to consider that were only partly known to us initially. 
Essentially, the effect of this was that we became much more sensitive to relationships, not only 
between parts of our operation, but to relationships between product and services, work force 
and customers, business process and financial process, not to speak of systemic interactions that 
tested the limits of stability and harmony of our operations. We now had to coordinate a larger 
number of subsystems, and these subsystems tended to transform in a way that was not initially 
foreseen or even foreseeable. As a result, we felt we would lose out if we did not succeed in 
developing multiple perspectives on almost every aspect of our organization.”
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Stages of Social-Emotional 
Development

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Orientation L-

 

2 [10%]* L-3 [55%] L-4 [25%] L-5 [10%]

View of Others Instruments 
of  own need 
gratification

Needed to 
contribute to 
own self image

Collaborator, 
delegate, peer

Contributors to 
own integrity and 
balance

Level of Self Insight Low Moderate High Very High

Values Law of Jungle Community Self-determined Humanity

Needs Overriding all 
others’

 

needs
Subordinate to 
community, work 
group

Flowing from 
striving for 
integrity

Viewed in 
connection with 
own obligations 
and limitations

Need to Control Very High Moderate Low Very low

Communication Unilateral Exchange 1:1 Dialogue True 
Communication

Organizational 
Orientation

Careerist Good Citizen Manager System’s Leader

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005

Changing Orientations Across Adult Stages
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The Level-2 ‘Instrumentalist’ Culture
Orientation L-2 [10%]
View of Others Instruments of own need gratification

Level of Self Insight Low
Values Law of Jungle
Needs Overriding all others’ needs

Need to Control Very high
Communication Unilateral
Organizational 
Orientation

Careerist

Individuals of this culture define themselves by their own immediate wants 
and needs. They are focused on preserving their self image regardless of 
its accuracy, and reject any feedback that is at odds with their own rigid 
self perception. They will follow convention if it is to their advantage but will 
take recourse to deception when convinced they are safe to do so. In a 
position of power, they will micromanage and manipulate others to their 
own advantage, and show unbridled careerism.

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005
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The Level-3 ‘Other-Dependent’ Culture
Orientation L-3 [55%]
View of Others Needed to contribute to own self 

image
Level of Self Insight Moderate 
Values Community
Needs Subordinate to community, work 

group
Need to Control Moderate
Communication Exchange 1:1
Organizational 
Orientation

Good Citizen

Individuals of this culture define themselves based on expectations of external and/or inter- 
nalized Others. They find it difficult to know where they end and others begin. They are NOT 
acting from their own value system since unable to disentangle themselves from inter-nalized 
others (conventions), and therefore don’t make good change agents, but rather followers. 
Individuals of this culture constitute the majority of bureaucracies, and need a “boss” to guide 
and supervise them. They fit into any existing culture like a hand into a glove.
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The Level-4 ‘Self-Authoring’ Culture
Orientation L-4 [25%]

View of Others Collaborator, delegate, 
peer

Level of Self Insight High
Values Self-determined
Needs Flowing from striving for 

integrity
Need to Control Low
Communication Dialogue
Organizational Orientation Manager

Individuals of this culture are defined by their own value system and ‘integrity.’ They can 
manage themselves, and therefore others. However, they have difficulty standing away from 
their idiosyncratic life- and career history in a critical way, and may be defensive when asked 
to do so. As change agents, they will try to impose their own value system on others for the 
better of the community, and may find it challenging to go beyond merely respecting others.
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The Level-5 ‘Self Aware’ Culture
Orientation L-5 [10%]

View of Others Contributors to own integrity and 
balance

Level of Self Insight Very High
Values Humanity
Needs Viewed in connection with own 

obligations and limitations
Need to Control Very low
Communication True Communication
Organizational 
Orientation

System’s Leader

Individuals of this culture are of a ‘post-bureaucratic’ mindset, in that they are treating others 
as midwives of their own development, thereby modeling ongoing learning, self-inquiry, and 
risking critical self-exposure. Whatever their expertise, they are no longer attached to any 
particular aspect of the self, and are focused on ‘being in the flow’ where anything may 
happen. They are attuned to unceasing change and openly share their apprehensions, 
insights, and doubts for the good of everybody they work with.
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Varieties of Behavior

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005

Behaviors are essentially a pre-adult legacy, 
changeable only within limits.

They express current, not potential, capability.

They are symptoms that need to be explained.

Behaviors are a ‘filter’ on Capabilities.

One and the same behavior looks and feels different 
at different developmental levels.
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What is ‘Behavior’?

• Behavior is an epi-phenomenon of developmental maturity, and 
thus cannot be exhaustively gauged by ‘behavioristic’ methods that 
now prevail culture-wide.
• Behaviors are exhibited based on current capability, and are thus 
symptoms of underlying potential capability.

• In the methodology here presented, ‘behavior’ is seen as a manifestation 
of developmental profile, under two aspects, of:

-- psychogenic need (NEED)
-- internal (ideal) and organizational (external) pressure (PRESS).

• We speak of ‘Need/Press Profile’ (NP): the (im-) balance of largely 
unconscious subjective needs and the pressures that stand against 
satisfying them.

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

In Capability Metric addressed as ‘Capacity’
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Behavior Undergo ‘Development’
In the spirit of Freud’s What ‘Id’ is shall ‘Ego’ Become, we can say that people’s 

behavior is the outcome of how their Evolving Self manages the relationship of Id, 
Ego, Superego, and the real world.

Social-Emotional Self 

© 2006 Laske and Associates

EGO

ID (Need)
ASPIRATIONS 

(ideal press)

SOCIAL 
REALITY 

/actual 
Press

Behavior

Energy Sink Frustration Index

Cognitive Self
B

A

C

Legend: A, B, and C are Modules of IDM Assessment Training
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Example Behavior Profile (NP)
Variable Need; Ideal Press, Actual Press

Self Conduct 
1 3; 1, 1

2 3; 2, 3

3 8; 5, 6

4 7; 2, 3

5 4; 4, 2

6 3; 0, 1

Approach to Tasks
7 6; 1, 0

8 6; 6, 6

9 9; 8, 9

10 6; 7, 8

11 1; 2, 4

12 4; 7, 4

Emotional Intelligence
13 6; 7, 8

14 4; 6, 5

15 6; 7, 8

16 9; 9, 8

17 6; 7, 6

18 2; 2, 1

Energy sink Gap between Need & 
Aspirations (ideal press)

Frustration Gap between ideal & 
actual Press (org. 

experience)
Attunement to 
Organization

Gap with Managerial 
Aspirations

Distortion of 
Corporate 
Culture

Gap with how managers 
experience the 
organization

Overall 
Effectiveness

Effectiveness Index

© 2006 Laske and Associates

‘Need’ = subjective need, 
‘Press’ = super-ego (ideal) 

and environmental 
pressure (actual)

Profile Details

Need Press

F.IE.S.
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(Action) Learning and Coaching

© 2006 Laske and Associates
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What about Learning?

Learning is often mistaken for (adult) development 
but is actually based on, and limited by, present 

level of development.

You wouldn’t expect a six-year old to learn 
calculus.

© 2006 Laske and Associates
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‘Learning’ is NOT ‘Development’

• Learning is knowledge formation. 

• It is potentially a change of behavior in time, while development is a 
longitudinal movement across time.

• It takes adult-developmental resources to learn; where these are 
lacking, learning will not take place, and/or will be ephemeral.

• Learning per se rarely (and then only partially) translates into 
developmental shifts.

• Most learning leads to knowledge formation within the present 
bounds of the learner’s developmental range.

© 2006 Laske and Associates

Your ‘Learning Department’ should be called ‘Department for Adult Development’
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Learning Leads to ‘Knowledge Formation’

© 2006 Laske and Associates

• Under the influence of adult development, ‘learning’ 
and ‘action learning’ lead to knowledge formation.

• Knowledge formation, in turn, generates a Frame of 
Reference (FOR) based on which people interpret what 
they experience, and plan what they intend to do.

• HR activities should aim for changing FOR (not 
imparting ‘skills’ and ‘expertises’). 

• Where FOR is not changed, there is ‘business as usual’ 
because ‘expertises’ cannot be optimally used.
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Learning (and Use of Competences) 
is a Function of FOR

(Action)
Learning

Cognitive Development 
(CD)

Social-Emotional 
Development (ED)

Knowledge 
Formation

FOR

Reflective Judgment

Behavioral 
Patterns 
(Actions)

Legend: FOR=Frame of Reference

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006
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What about Coaching?

• What holds for learning, also holds for coaching.

• While coaching can promote ‘learning’ and ‘change,’ it can support a 
developmental shift only where resources for such a shift exist in a 
person (or team) coached. 

• It is thus important to assess the potential, not the current, capability 
of coachees.

• I have previously discussed the social-emotional, cognitive, and 
behavioral criteria based on which developmental coaching occurs, 
stressing that these criteria need to be considered in parallel.

• “Tell me how you presently make meaning (ED), and how systemic 
you are thinking (CD), and I – as a developmental coach -- will 
calibrate your present potential capability to give feedback to you.”

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006
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Developmental Coaching

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

• Developmental assessment is the basis of evidence based 
developmental coaching. 

• In this kind of coaching, assessment outcomes form the basis of 
formulating coaching plans, and pre- and post-tests are used to 
determine coaching effectiveness.

• For the developmental coach, coaching ethics includes knowing 
one’s own developmental level since one cannot coach a more highly 
developed client without doing harm.

• Developmental coaching instruction involves learning the CD, ED, 
and NP assessments, and being able to synthesize three different 
data sets, initially through a case study. 

• Developmental Coaching Programs are now emerging, and will 
change the landscape of coaching.
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Flow of Interdevelopmental Coaching
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    ECF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assess entire coaching program  
         

1. Establish a relationship with 
the client 

2.  Observe, assess 
(interview), and analyze 

3. Give developmental 
feedback, and co-

create a coaching plan 

Client’s  
Frame of 
Reference 

4. Enroll and contract 
(engage client behaviorally) 

Input of a third party 
(coaching sponsor) 

5. Coaching conversations 
(geared to developmental level) 

6. Assess developmental-
behavioral outcome (determine 

dev. advance if any) 

Business Contract of 
Deliverables/Logistics 

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2005
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Some Consequences 
For the HR Function

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006
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The Future of ‘HR’

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

• The HR function is presently underutilized in strategy making because 
its promise to help companies, and organizations generally, focus 
attention on the developmental potential of the workforce remains 
unfulfilled.

• All striving for “having a seat at the strategy table” cannot be successful 
until HR recognizes its own developmental potential and, as a function of 
it, its capability “to look into the future of the workforce,” instead of only 
taking snapshots of workforce capability here and now (e.g., by 
‘surveys’).

• To achieve its potential, HR will have to:

• embrace its cognitive science and developmental foundations, rather than 
focusing attention on ‘behavior’, ‘performance,’ and ‘competence’ alone;

• “walk the talk” about high potentials, by actually learning and using 
developmental assessments.
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Current 
potential  
[Strata/CD]

Emergent 
potential 
(balance of 
CD/ED/NP)

Applied 
Capability 

(‘competence’)

FOCUS ON POTENTIAL
for the sake of requisite organization

What people HAVE 
(and may not use)

What people ARE (and 
cannot suspend)

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

HR’s main function is to match size of person to size of role. 
Person is defined by potential, not applied, capability. 
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Elliott Jaques Pioneered HR 
as ‘Capability Management’

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

• Elliott Jaques (1917-2003) is the originator of HR as a discipline 
of Capability Management (although he abhorred the term HR).

• Jaques defined three aspects of workforce capability, dismissing the 
first as an effective way of strategizing the use of human capital:

-- applied capability (CAC)
-- current potential capability
-- emergent (‘future’) potential capability.

• Of these, HR is restricted to the first, (presently) applied, capability.

• His definitions are noteworthy.
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Current Applied Capability

“Current Applied Capability (CAC) for any particular type of work is a 
function of level of mental complexity (CMP), degree of interest 
(Value) in that work, possession of the necessary experience and 
skilled knowledge specific to that work (K/S), and any dysfunctional 
personal qualities if they exist (-T) …

CAC = f CMP * V * K/S * (-T)

… Neither the amount of knowledge and experience a person may 
have acquired, nor the greatest value that person may place upon 
particular kinds of work can give a measure of that person’s innate 
maximum current potential capability.” [Jaques, 1994, 25]
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Difference between Applied and 
Potential Capability

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

“There is a fundamental difference between a person’s potential 
capability on the one hand, and values (interest/commitment) and 
skilled knowledge on the other. The difference is that his or her 
potential capability is an innate property of the person as a whole, 
whereas a person’s values and skilled knowledge are entities that 
have their own existence in their own right independently of any 
particular person, and which a person can acquire or shed. …

… At any given stage in our development, there is an absolute 
maximum level at which we have the potential capability to work. It is 
constitutionally built in from conception.” [1994, 23]

In other words, potential capability is what a person IS, while 
applied capability is what a person HAS and can always 
choose not to use, or may be hindered from using optimally 
due to a lack of developmental potential.
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Current Potential Capability

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

“Current Potential Capability (CPC), i.e., the highest level of 
work a person could currently carry, in work that he or she 
valued and for which he or she had the necessary skilled 
knowledge and experience, is a function of complexity of 
mental process (CMP) alone [Jaques, 1994, 25].

CPC = f CMP

In terms of this presentation, CMP is defined by: 

-- type of logical reasoning (B1 to C4)

-- phase of development of dialectical thinking (1-4). 
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Emergent Potential Capability

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

Being a ‘nativist,’ Jaques defines ‘future’ potential capability (FPC) 
as “the predicted level of potential capability that a person will 
possess at some specific time in the future.  … the FPC of a person 
at given ages can be reliably predicted once that person’s potential 
capability at some specific age has been ascertained.” [1994, 8].

To follow this definition, one does not need to endorse a 
nativist position, however.

In the developmental perspective here followed, it is not age (and 
associated time horizon), but level of meaning making (ED) that, in 
combination with level of mental complexity (CD), defines a 
person’s EPC. 

EPC = f (CD * ED)

I note the cognitive progression to dialectical thinking (CMP CD) 
and the relevance of psychological profile (NP):

EPC = f ((CMP CD) * ED) * (-)NP
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It’s Up to ‘HR’

• ‘Human resources’ comprise current applied capability (CAC), current 
potential capability (CPC), and emergent potential capability (EPC). 

• If we choose to disregard potential capability -- we have chosen 
the orthodox HR perspective (regardless of how many 
competence statistics we have assembled).

• If we pay attention to cognitive development, we have taken a first 
step toward capability management.

• If, in addition, we pay attention to social-emotional development as 
well, we have transitioned from “HR” to full Capability Management, 
as recommended in this presentation.

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC
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Three Kinds of HR

© 2006 Laske and Associates

• Given these definitions, we can distinguish three kinds of HR, 
depending on what aspect of adult capability is in focus in HR activities:

-- Current applied capability (= performance):

CAC = f CMP * V * K/S * (-T)

-- Current potential capability (= what client can potentially do now):

CPC = f CMP

-- Emergent potential capability (= what client will be able to do in the 
future, when realizing his/her full potential):

EPC = f ((CMP CD) * ED) * (-)NP

CMP Complexity of mental processing

V Degree of interest in the work

K/S Acquired knowledge and skills

T Behavior

CD Cognitive development

ED Social-emotional development

NP Psychological, ‘Need/Press’, profile

Legend:

Conventional 
HR

Cognitively based HR

Developmentally 
fully informed HR
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The Right Person in the Right Place

Level of
Work

Complexity  

Formal Logic
Index 
[TYPE]

VIII C4

VII C3

VI C2

V C1

IV B4

III B3

II B2

I B1

Work: Complexity Architecture People: Capability Architecture

Breadth of
Time Span 

50 yrs

25 yrs

10-20 yrs

5-10 yrs

2-5 yrs

1-2 yrs 

3 mo -1 yr

1 day - 3 mo 

Systems
Thinking

Index
[STI]

>70

>60

50-59

40-49

30-39

20-29

10-19

<9

Risk-Clarity-
Potential

Index  [RCP]

5(4)

5/4

4/5

4(5) - 4

4(3) – 4/3

3(4) – 3/4

3

2/3 to 3(2)

C
D 
F 

C
D 
F

Size of Role Size Person
REQUISITE ORGANIZATION
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In Managing Human Capital, 
What Can We Realistically 

Expect?

© 2003 Laske and Associates

There are limits to all we ‘do’ and can do to support and 
transform others. These limits lies in others’ 
developmental level.

It’s as simple as that!
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Social-Emotional Attainment (ED)

© 2003 Laske and Associates

Main
Developmental

Stages*

5

4

3

2

Characteristic

Self-aware; 
“leader”

Self-authoring;
“manager”

Other-dependent;
“contributor”

Instrumental; 
“operator”

% Attained **

<10 %

25 %

55 %

10 %

* In Kegan’s nomenclature (1982), there are four main stages, with four intermediate levels between each.  
** About 1% reach levels higher than level 5.

Developmental levels define Capability Ceilings that determine
what a person can and cannot do at a particular moment, 

especially in terms of leadership and interpersonal capability. 
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Data on Cognitive Attainment 
(CMP CD)*

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

Orientation/
Frame of 
Reference 

(FOR)

Phase 1
(Fluidity

<10)
Dualist

Phase 2 
(Fluidity 

<30)
Dualist in 
Transition

Phase 3
(Fluidity
>30<50)
Relativist

Phase 4
(Fluidity >50)

Dialectical  
(parallel) 
Thinker

Stage of 
Reflective 
Judgment

4 5 6 7

% of empirical 
sample
41+
36-40
31-35
26-30
21-25
16-20

19
15
51
29

15
40 [?]
47
17
6

50
57
26
3
14
2

50
29
16
35
1

* King & Kitchener 1994, 149.
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Summary of CDF Applications

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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Steps in Applying CDF

1 Work Complexity Assessment
2 Human Capital Audit 
3 CDF Data Collection
4 Scoring & Analysis 

5 Capability Assessment
6 Feedback & Strategic Summary

Corporate Risk
Management

Strategic
Capability
Planning

Developmental
Coaching

Succession
Planning

Team
Development

Recruiting High 
Potentials
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CDF Engagement Strategy

™™CDFCDF

1. Assess
Work 

Complexity
Levels

2. Assess
Capability

Levels

Size of Role

Size of Person

3. Determine
Gaps between

Capability Levels
& Work Complexity

Levels

4. Adjust “fit” by
building Capabilities

or changing
Accountabilities

Build through
developmental coaching;

Change through
role re-definition &
work re-assignment

5. Establish
Capability Management practices

(leadership & HR)

6. Monitor impact
of Capability
Management

Practices

Re-evaluate/update
individual development plans

& work strategy/design

Entry Entry 
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Capability Management

© 2003 Laske and Associates

In summary…

measures two main aspects of human capital:

1. Individuals’ developmental readiness to take on
work actually—and potentially—assigned to them.

2. Individuals’ effectiveness in the work for which they are
held accountable.   

CapabilityCapability
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Appendix

1. More about ‘Work’

2. The IDM Education 
Program

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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A New Look at ‘Work’

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

WORK is the ineffable process of exercising 
discernment, judgment, and discretion along 

the path to goal completion – where ‘goal’ is a 
“what-by-when” (with time limits) 

[Elliot Jaques]
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Definition of ‘Work’

Copyright © 2006 Laske and Associates LLC

• Work is a mental process that has cognitive, social-emotional, and 
behavioral aspects.

• There presently is no cogent theory of work.

• E. Jaques has pioneered central notions of such a theory, basing 
work on the ability to process information over three different orders of 
complexity:

• A: the natural world (amoebas to the social animals) [A1 to A4]

• B: lower levels of cognitive development [B1 to B4; Strata I to IV]

• C: higher levels of cognitive development [C1 to C4; Strata V to 
VIII]

We can describe the behavior of beehives as that of an “upwardly divided A2- 
team” where a minority of bees called ‘scout bees’ redirects a conjunctively 

thinking swarm (A2) to a new residence though thinking in strategic 
alternatives (A3)
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Jaques’s Four Types of Mental Processing 
(defined in terms of formal operations)

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

 
Type 1 (‘or’) Type 2 (‘and’) Type 3 (‘if’) Type 4 (‘iff’) 

Disjunctive 
[declarative] 
Reasoning: 
Bringing 
forward a 
number of 
separate 
ideas, with no 
explicit 
connections 
made.  

Conjunctive 
[cumulative] 
Reasoning: 
Bringing 
together a num-
ber of different 
ideas, none of 
which can make 
a case, but 
together they 
do. 

Conditional 
[serial] 
Reasoning: 
constructing a 
line of thought 
made up of a 
sequence of 
ideas, each of 
which leads on 
to the next, thus 
creating a chain 
of linked 
reasons.  

Bi-conditional 
[parallel] 
Reasoning: 
examining a 
number of other 
possible posi-
tions, each 
arrived at by 
conditional 
thinking, and 
held in parallel, 
going back and 
forth between 
the chains.  

 * According to Jaques, these four types recursively occur over four levels (depending on the 
level of abstraction): A to D. Of these, two levels, B and C. are crucial in organizational work.
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Four Cognitive Types of Work 
(based on Jaques’s Types of Mental Processing)

 
Strata I & V Strata II & VI Strata III & VII Strata IV & VIII 

Direct Action  
 
 
 
[based on 
disjunctive or 
declarative 
reasoning]  

Diagnostic 
Accumulation  
 
 
[based on 
conjunctive or 
cumulative 
reasoning]  

Planning  
 
 
 
[based on serial 
or conditional 
reasoning]  

Parallel 
Thinking 
 
 
[based on bi-
conditional or 
parallel 
reasoning] 

 
* According to Jaques, the four types of logical reasoning recursively occur over four levels (depending on the 
level of abstraction): A to D. Of these, two levels, B and C. are crucial in organizational work.

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

• Strata I to IV belong to the second, V to VIII to the third, order of information 
processing complexity. 

• The central divide is the ‘post-bureaucratic boundary’ between Strata IV and V, 
or B4 and C1, where the transition to dialectical thinking as systems thinking is 
made.
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GOAL

Help!

Work as Direct Action 
(Strata I and V)

Adapted from Jaques, 1998, 65 & 69

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

obstacle

Without there being a 
clear notion of, and 
consensus regarding, 
the goal, problem 
solving proceeds, to 
‘get the job done.’

At V, the cognitive 
resources accumulated 
in B1 to B4 cannot be 
adequately brought 
together, and work 
therefore follows 
disjunctive thinking 
again, although at a 
higher level of 
abstraction. 
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GOAL

Work as Diagnostic Accumulation 
of Significant Data (Strata II & VI)

Adapted from Jaques, 1998, 66 & 70

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

obstacle

Important data

Problem solving is 
determined by the search 
for significant data. The 
goal emerges through 
data collection. At II, the 
level of analytical acuity 
and interpretive 
perspicacity is lower than 
at VI, but the focus on 
data is shared. As before, 
much work energy is 
spent on circumventing 
obstacles, but the cry for 
help stays within the work 
group.
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GOAL

Work Based on Pursuing 
Alternative Goal Paths 

(Strata III and VII)

A B C

A1
A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

C3

Adapted from Jaques, 1998, 67 & 71
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Problem solving is 
encompassed within a 
comprehensive plan to 
reach an established 
goal. Alternative goal 
paths are pursued, rather 
than a linear path. 

Complexity derives from 
the splitting of goal paths 
when the need arises to 
deviate from predictions 
or expectations.

Splitting of goal path into 
alternative paths
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GOAL

Work Based on Parallel Goal 
Pursuits (Strata IV and VIII)

Goal path 1/Project

Goal path 2/Project

Goal path 3/Project

Goal path 4/Project

Adapted from Jaques, 1998, 68

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006

‘Conducting Function’

Several interacting projects are 
processed in parallel, and have 
to be paced in relation to each 
other both in resourcing and 
time. Tradeoffs between tasks 
must be determined with a 
systemic view of things at two 
different levels of abstraction.

Work proceeds as in an 
orchestra, where the conductor 
brings into balance different and 
divergent streams of 
information. It follows a 
composite route to the goal.
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A Program of Developmental Education

Copyright © Laske and Associates LLC, 2006
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IDM Program 
Modules

Focus Continuing 
Education Credits

Certification

Program One Comprehensive basic 
program

80 See Module D

Module A [preceded by 
Gateway [16 credits]

Social-emotional 16

Module B Cognitive 16

Module C Psychoanalytic- 
behavioral

16

Module D Case Study Synthesis 
of A to C

16 Certificate of 
Developmental 

Assessment

Program Two Extension of Module D: 
3 further case studies

16 Developmental 
Coach/Consultant

Program Three Academic Thesis Depending on scope of 
thesis

In affiliation with a 
university

* 16 credits are typically acquired over 8 weekly 2-hr  tele-class sessions spread over 2 months (8 weeks). Thus, to acquire 80 
credits takes 10 months. The  typical time taken by students to write the Module D case study is about six weeks, bringing the 
total time needed for completing Program One to just under a year.

Overview of IDM Programs

Copyright © Laske and Associates 2006
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Program Information

• The Interdevelopmental Institute (IDM) has developed a 
comprehensive certification program based on which it teaches the 
methodology and techniques outlined in this presentation.

• Instruction is carried out through physical workshops as well as VOIP 
service (Skype, Vonage) conference calls, and by regular phone line.

• An announcement of current courses appears in the monthly IDM 
Newsletter “Hidden Dimension Insights” found at 
http://www.interdevelopmentals.org/publications-newsletter.php and 
the newsletter archive.

• In addition to the certification courses, there are also stand-alone 
(non-certificate) courses, e.g., in Action Learning, Developmental 
Interviewing, and others.

© 2003 Laske and Associates

http://www.interdevelopmentals.org/publications-newsletter.php
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Partial Automation of CDF

• The Constructive-Developmental Framework (CDF) is a proprietary 
IDM methodology and assessment tool created by Otto Laske.

• Although the royal road to developmental insight lies in developmental 
listening and interviewing to be learned through instruction and 
practice, there are applications – such as implementing human capital 
strategy long-term, mergers & acquisitions, talent management – 
where a partial automation of CDF is most useful.

• IDM is pursuing plans to automate substantial aspects of 
developmental assessment, both cognitive and social-emotional, in 
collaborating with Comartis, a Swiss e-learning company. 

• IDM is presently seeking sponsors of this highly promising 
undertaking.

• If interested, write to Dr. Otto Laske, IDM Director, Director of 
Research and Education, at otto@interdevelopmentals.org.

© 2003 Laske and Associates
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